েদশ-িবেদশ ওেয়ব সমেকর পাঠকেদর মনবযঃ
(***িকছু ই-েমইল গগল েমইলার ভুলকেম সযাম িহেসেব িচিহত কেরেছ। সতরাং িকছু
পাঠেকর মনবয এখােন না থাকার সমাবনা আেছ। আনিরকভােব দঃিখত।)
***ই-েমইেলর অপবযবহার পিতেরােধ পাঠকেদর মনবয েথেক ই-েমইল িঠকানা বাদ
েদওয়া হেলা।
সমািপ ২০১১/৪/৩০ রাত ১২টাঃ
21. Shahidul Islam:
Dear,
You have done very good job we appreciate you verymuch.
22. Mazedur Rahaman:
Ami all time webpage poresi
Nihongo to bujina NHK dekhi but webpage Bangla pore
meaning ta jante pari. Apna k Many many thank for the News.
***********************************************************

আপেডট ২০১১/৪/২৮ রাত ১১টা ২০িমিনটঃ
18. Akram:
Thanks a lot "Deshbideshweb".
We was shocked when we heard about the Catastrofiq Earthquake in Japan.
But you up date us every day, every time.
May All mighty take care all of you.
Best wishes
Akram A Ali
Stockholm
Sweden
19. md. Kutubi:
Dear Editor,
Thank you all.
A chance to write you something about the daily update news on recent earth
quakes and tsunami occurred in Japan makes me proud to express my
gratefulness for you valuable work concerning to all Bangladeshis staying in
Japan as well as in the world.
Because I am usually too busy to visit all news papers or to watch all TV news in

JP, daily I would like to keep myself in touch to Deshbideshweb.com to know
update news on sunami in JP. I think most of the Bangladeshis in JP as well as in
the world do the same as me. Such update news indirectly makes us more
concern with a right guidance on what we should do in that situation.
For this I am very grateful to you and your co-operatives for such dignified work.
Finally, I wish our almighty creator will afford you all graceful reward for your
sincere sacrifice.
With the best regards
Md. Shahajahan Kutubi
PhD Student,
Dept. of Chemistry and Applied Chemistry,
Faculty of Science and Engineering,
Saga University,
Saga-Ken, Kyushu, Japan
Contact No. Soft Bank Mobile-090-8401-6357
20. Jahid Choudhury:
Hi thanks for your information , deshbidesh is our faverate side
Long live deshbedish
Ruchi Restaurant

**********************************************************
আপেডট ২০১১/৪/২৩ সনযা ৭টাঃ
17. g.ms.rahaman:
Dear Editor
Thanks For your good Information Evereday I appreciate to you Please Do your
best
Thanks
Sadek rahman
gunmaken

******************************************************************
আপেডট ২০১১/৪/২২ রাত ১০টাঃ
14. Mamtaz Uddin:

amar meye subarna, jamata khademul islam o natni manha islam
niigata cityte thake.ami o amar wife sept.to decem 2010 niigata,japan
chilam.ami japane earth quake o tsunami haoyar par theke daily desh
bidesh web site visit kari.apnader khabar pare khub upakrito

hachi.uptodate newser janna anek anek thanks. engineer mamtaz
uddin.gazipur bangladesh.phone.01727469010.
15. Nurul Mollah:
Dear Editor,
How are you? We are fine here in Bangladesh. Actually, you are doing excellent
job by your cite http://www.deshbideshweb.com/. It has a lot of important links. Almost
everyday I go through some of its links which is very informative for me. Also I
introduce your cite to many Bangladeshi peoples and our students. Most of them
are happy with your cite news and links. Basically, I think recent news’s
regarding the unbelievable earthquake and tsunami disasters in Japan are very
important for Bangladeshi who cannot reading and understanding Japanese well.
It would be helpful to make the proper decision about their commitment,
responsibility, activities and daily life in Japan. I think almighty ALLAH will help
the victims and Japanese Government to overcome the current severe situations
regarding nuclear radiation and other problems. We are proud of your activities.
Please go ahead . May ALLAH help you.
Wishing your sound health and mind.
Wish you all the best.
Dr. Md. Nurul Haque Mollah
Professor, (PhD, ISM, Tokyo)
Lab. of Statistical Genetics and Bioinformatics,
Department of Statistics,
University of Rajshahi,
Bangladesh
Mobile: 01715319178
===============
16. Nazrul Islam:
Dear Editor,
www.deshbideshweb.com Portal
Thank you very much for your valuable endeavor and kind information at the
moment of very tuff time in Japan. You did excellent role play after 11 March,
2011 a high magnitude (scale approximately 9.0) earthquake, unbelievable
devastating tsunami attack and aftermath Fukushima nuclear power plant
trouble in Japan.
Just two years ago when I came to Japan one of my friend suggested me this
webpage for reading Bengali Newspaper. From the beginning I try to look
updated news from this website. Especially after nuclear power plant accident
most of the peoples are worried about radioactive radiation. Definitely I was also
worried about radiation when the food and water were contaminated by
radiation. Unfortunately I can’t speak and read Japanese language. That’s why I
was facing very big trouble to get good and reliable information though NHK was
very helpful for my family. Once upon a time, when the most of foreign peoples

started to leave Japan that time my family was feeling very panicky. But I was
trying to read your uploaded current and analytical message. It appeared that
day by day we were waiting for updated news from your website. Actually I can’t
explain my feelings about your outstanding effort and excellent website for
Bengali native speaker.
I would like to show my debt gratitude to you. I hope that you will continue your
voluntary support to Bengali native speakers in future in any cost.
Finally, I wish your good health and best wishes to you family members.
Thanking yours,
Md. Nazrul Islam
PhD Student (Under MEXT Scholarship)
The University of Tokyo, Japan
&
Assistant Professor,
Department of Geography and Environment,
Jahangirnagar University, Savar, Dhaka-1342
Bangladesh.

*************************************************************************
আপেডট ২০১১/৪/২০ রাত ৯টাঃ
10. Mainul Huq:
Dear Editor
Thanks for always informimg us
very wounderful webpage
I enjoy daily early morning
Didar
Gunma ken

(***এই ই-েমইলিট সযাম বেক িছল; কারন অজানা। সমবতঃ গগেলর ভুল।)
11. Arif Iqbal:
Dear Brother,
Many thanks for your nice information everyday. I am very happy and thanks
again for your good work. (Rabindra songeet -- akash vora surjo tara bissho vora
pran, tahari mazkhane ami peesi mor sthan, bisshoe tai zage gan.... )
Arif Iqbal

(***এই ই-েমইলিট সযাম বেক িছল; কারন অজানা। সমবতঃ গগেলর ভুল।)
12. Md. Mustafizur Rahman:
Dear Editor
This is my pleasure to take the chance to write you something about your recent
postings/ activities in your Desh-Bidesh Web Portal. Let me express my feeling in
one sentence – You have won `our` heart. `Our` means Japan Probashi
Bangladeshis and their relatives in Bangladesh. Every morning I used to open

this page and look for updates posted by you if any. I did not have so much time
to check all news paper or TV news. But I became updated through your page
everyday. Moreover, you did another good job very much carefully. You helped us
raise our confidence level and take the right decision in the shaky time when we
felt really confused upon restless request from our family and relatives in
Bangladesh to leave Japan. Indirectly you gave us a right guidance about what to
do and how should we behave when our Japanese friends are in danger. I do
appreciate you and your family who sacrificed their lovely time for us. Finally, I
ask Allah SWT to give you reward for your sincere effort both here and hereafter.
Ameen.
Kind regards,
Dr. Md. Mustafizur Rahman
Postdoctoral Research Scholar
Osaka University, Japan
Tel: (Cell) +81-080-4037-6388
(Lab) +81-6-6879-8288

13. chandra
Dear Editor
Good afternoon.
I am Sukumar Chandra Noskor, a Bangladeshi, currently working at Shimane
university, Japan as a researcher.
In fact, you are doing a great job for bangla speaking people not only for those
living in Japan but all over the world.
I visit your site at least once in a day, and I listen the NHK bengali
program/news at 11 pm everyday.
Then I email some of my friends and relatives who went to Bangladesh after the
earthquake.
I also forwarded your site to my Jagannath Hall, DU group email who are living
here and there in the world.
As I know the everyday's very busy schedule here, it is very difficult to get free
time.
Please go ahead and good luck.
Sukumar C. Noskor, Ph.D
Researcher, Nanobiology Division
Shimane University, Matsue Campus
Shimane Ken, Japan
Contact: 09038897944

********************************************************************
আপেডট ২০১১/৪/১৯ রাত ১০টাঃ
8. choudhury imamuzzaman:
জনাব সমাদক,

আমার সালাম ও শেভচা িনন।আপনার মূলযবান অেনক সময় েদশ িবেদশ ওেয়ব েপেজর আপেডেটর
জেন নষ হেয়েছ িঠক িকন তা বৃথা যায়িন।অসংখয েলাক তা েথেক উপকৃত হেয়েছ বেল আিম মেন
কির।আিম িনেজও বযসতায় যখন েটিলিভষেণর খবর েদখেত পািরিন তখন আপনার আপেডট েদেখ
জররী তথয েজেন িনেয়িছ।েদেশ থাকা আমার পিরবােরর েলাকজন আপনার আপেডট েদেখই
জাপােনর বতরমান পিরিসিত েজেন িনেত েপেরেছ।েজেন হয়ত খুিশ হেবন েদশ-িবেদেশর েহাম েপজই
আমার েমইন েপজ।জররী তথয েদবার জেন আনিরক শেভচা রইল।
তওিফক
েটািকও।
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------9. Parbhej Ahamed:
Hello Dear
Thank you very much for updating latest news about earthquake. I appreciate
your activities very much. Honestly speaking the hard work and time that you
spend is really inexplicable.
Best Regards
Ahamed

******************************************************************************
আপেডট ২০১১/৪/১৮ রাত ১১টা ১০ িমিনটঃ
1. AKM JUBAER:
Dear Editor
Salam
Whatever you are doing is in short excellent.
especially for us who are newcomer and don't know Nihongo ... we always in
search of ur valuable information.
I humbly request to keep it on.
Jubaer
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Mohammad Tareq:
apnaka onak donobad.apnae okkalanto porecrom dare probashe bangalera onak
opkreto hoi. apnar jonno onak doha o shobo kamona.
salauddin mohammad tareq
incheon, korea
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Md. Rahman:
Dear Editor in Chief:
Thanks a lot for your continuous hard working to update news about earthquake
and Tsunami in Japan. Everyday I read your update news and I am so happy to
read your news update.
My family everyday called me from Bangladesh and asked me how about

Earthquake and Tsunami and according your update I tell my family. If you did
not make update your webpage I could not well understand about earthquake
and Tsunami as I do not read Japanese.
It is the greatest help for me. I am so happy to your update.
Thanks once again.
Rahman
PhD student
University of Miyazaki
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Sohal:
あなたは いつも 元気で やって ください。
いろいろ ニュース おしえって くれた から 本当に たつかりました。
本当に あなたに ありがとうございます。
বাংলা অনবাদঃ আপিন এভােব চািলেয় যান। আপনার পিরেবিশত িবিভন ধরেণর সংবােদ সিতযই উপকৃত হেয়িছ।
আপনােক ধনবাদ।
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Hasan Mehadi:
They are many people who can’t write and read in English and Japanese.
They can`t know real news what happen at the moment in Japan.
I think that it is good for them and also all and me.
I hope your good luck. Hasan mehadi
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. rabepsilvino:
Hi my name is Motin.I live in japan.
Everyday I open my pc.my homepage is deshbidesh web from last five years.
I love this so much.
I can't explain very well how much you help me to update deshbidesh web all
most everyday.
Just,I do liked to say it's really great job. And hopping keep going forever..
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. ＲＡＨＭＡＮ ＭＤ ＭＯＫＨＬＥＳＵＲ:
Dear Editor
Vumikompo & Tsunamir por deshbideshweb portaltir Vumika sotti e
prosonsoniyo chilo./ Ete kore ekdike probashira zemon upokkritro hoyeche
temoni desh bideshe thaka Tader swozon ra o kichuta holeo aswosto
hoyechen /Apnar ei porisromer fal Bidhata apnake obossoi diben
Onekei zokhon palate chesta korechen ,didha donde chilen tokhon apni shishu
sontansoho nize theke & apnar somoy upojugi podokkhep ( Update) tader sosti
ene diyeche/ valo thakben
Vogoban apnar sohay houn

best regards
rahman moni
Protinidhee
Shaptahik
Tokyo,Japan

